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GeographicBettina
Land-locked in the center of Indochina is the Kingdom of Iaoa,
hemmed in on the north by China, on the cant by Vietnam, on the south by
Cambodia, and on the west by Thailand and Burma .
In an area of approximately 91,000 square miles, or somewha t
smaller than the state of Oregon or the British Isles, there dwell ,
according to the most optimistic estimates, only about thirty-thre e
persons per square mile . In the meet heavily populated area of Laos ,
the P'okong River plains along te Thai border, the population denoity
may reach up to 180 per square mile . This figure is almost half that of
the average for the whole of India or for a Thai villa ge near Bangkok ,
as gables IS and 5 indicate . Compared to these areas, most of the Lao s
countryside is relatively eepty . The topography of lace provides a partial
explanation, since moat of the country is mountainous, particularly in th e
northern part .
The Arxamite mountain chain forming the eastern frontier wit h
Vietnam plays an important role in conditioning the climate of the country .
There are two distinct seasons, a wet period from May through October, and
a dry one from November through April . About two-thirds of the 100-15 0
rainy days in a year occur in the rainy season . The amount of precipita-
tion outside the wet season is only about twenty percent of the tota l
annual rainfall . (Table 2) . The rice crops in both the paddy fields and
the upland clearings are, of course, dependent on this rainfall pattern .
Luang Prabang Province, along with most of northern Laos, is cu e
of the drier areas of the country, receiving annually approximately
1000-2000 mn . (-0-80 inches) of rainfall, while the Bolovens Platea u
area in southern laps has well over 150 inches of rainfall in its centra l
portions . Recent years have been relatively dry, resulting in considerabl e
difficulties for rice cultivation . During the height of the rainy seaso n
damage may be done to crops and overland transportation is rendere d
hazardous if not impossible . River transportation is improved due t o
the rise in the rivers (Table 3), and air travel is affected adversely
to varying degrees .
Relative humidity is high, often reaching ninety percent eve n
when it is not reining . During the wet season winds are predominantly
from the southr :est and during the dry season from the northeast . In late
April, prior to the onset of the rainy, temperatures reach the maximu m
for the year . Of course, they vary significantly with altitude and t o
a lesser degree with latitude ,
Once the rains begin temperatures drop slightly, although the
driest months of the year, January and February, are also the coolest .
(Table 1) . These winter mouths are frequently chilly in northern Laos ,
presenting a problem to all but the more prosperous inhabitants, many o f
whom lack adequate clothing and shiver around fires in the early morning
and evening . There is a considerable incidence of pneum!ouia during thi s
season .
From Hovenber to Earch the plains and valleys are foggy until lat e
morning . In the area around the royal capital, a small basin surrounde d
by mountains, planes frequently cannot land until the haze burns off aroun d
noon . Sore observers have linked an all-day haze from rarch through May
to the burning of forest clearings which occur at this time . Although
the fires are clearly visible and give off a fair amount of smoke, mos t
geographers doubt that it is sufficient to have any real meteorological
effects .
According to one recent writer Laos has a population density o f
19 per square eiAe (7 .3 per s quare kilometer), with eight percent of the
land cultivated . Comparing these facts with historical sources we find
that Reinach estimated the population density at k .7 par square mile
(1.8 per square kilometer) and stated that twelve percent of the lan d
surface was cultivated with the possibility that one-third could be
cultivated in the future . He felt that potentially the country could
support a population density of 26-30 inhabitants' per square mile (10-1 2
per squar_ kiloaoter) . 3 Table 1 indicates that currently the populatio n
density of Laos r.a'igea from 15 to 33 per square mile (6-13 per squar e
kilometer) depending on the source used . Taking even the most modest
present estivate of the population of Laos a minimum tripling of th e
population relative to the total land area in a little less than the
past half csntu y is indicated .
Another way of viewing population concentration is to compare th e
population density relative to the mount of arable Land . Table 2 shwa s
that Leon has the lost (anoity for any of the countries in Asia con-
sidered . The densely populated E_ohong area is still :Igoe than the average
for the Asian tropics . Thus despite the three-fold iucreeee Laos still
remains one of the most upareely cettled countries in Asia . Although
Reinach's prediction appears to have been overfulfilled it in still hard
to visualize Laos as being crowded from any point of view.
Demography
Commenting on the demography of Laos is a coiaplieated undertakin g
in view of the fart that few of the available statistics are com pletely
reliable . No complete official census has ever been undertaken . Those
figures that do exist have been collected largely by untrained loca l
officials . These form the basis of the statistics collected by th e
French colonial administration, and many French sources specificall y
emphasize their limited reliability . ,
At the time when Laos was a French colony one of the chief use s
for these figures was for tax rolls . Obviously such figures should be
interpreted with extreme caution, but this does not mean that they ar e
completely useless provided a cortoiu L:sernal consistency exists and
the fi€,nsxes fallow

'.ogieel trend . As a further check, in certain cases ,
it is also possible to compare data free Taos with analogous areas i n
neighboring Thailand and other countries in Southeast Asia .
A principal motivation for uedertaking the present study is that
since Ines is one of the least knoen countries in the world it is hoped
that bringing together in one place v .■rious bits of information from
scattered sources may at least p .av:de a point of departure for future
studies of the population .
The basic place to begin is with an examination of the total
population of Laos in historical perspective . Fortunately there exist s
a study by Pietrantoni which does an excellent job of summarizing all
of the information available until 1943 . According to Pietrantoni, the
only figures for the population of Laos prior to the establishment o f
the French Protectorate is the census of King sun Huan,, son of the famou s
Fa fgoum, traditional founder of toe Kingdom of Len Rang . It was under -
taken in 1376, and recorded 300,000 Lao-Thai males between 18 and 60 year s
of age and. 400,000 non-Thai . Fros this a population total of 3 millio n
inhabitants can be derived, but it is of limited utility for comparison
with figures of our era because we do not know the peecise boundaries o f
the kingdom at that time . These ;figures are also obviously very approximate,
and there is doubtless a wide margin of error . But from what is known of
the relatively complex political . 'ganization existing et that time, it
seems reasonable to assume that a population of approxiuately this orde r
of wa nitude existed in the general area now occupied by the Kingdom of
Laos .
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In 1900 the publication noticeSur leLaos French published
in Hanoi, given a population of 470,000 for an areaof 267,000 square
kilometers, which is probably equivalent to 400,000 for the 225,000
equare kilcteter area of Laos In 1912, the date of the first official
figures . A guide of 1910 gives the population at 548,000 . Thace figures
are summarized in cable 9 .
Comparing the growth of the Laos population from 1917-1957 and
with the rest of the world for 1920-1955 (Tables 10 and 11) we eve that
although the figures for Leos are high they era by no noaas =etched by
those of other area ; the clove corn epan_C_•nce ha-hue= Leo and Cc :  edia
in Table 11?1 is ken ticul^_rly ctri?Lin, although thin crnnot be cited a s
proof of the accuracy of the !acre fi ?rca , In any cacti, free that re
of population dyne:nice in prod .nsatly egfieuldural Tel tropical covatwice
analogous to Tee, it ceane logical to et=.x ocn that the :npuliticn grew at
an increasing rate under i• r eneb cantrol . There are coyer a1 rceeens for
making this assu_r-lxticn, nest, even if the birth rate =aimed con ytennt
during the more than half century of i'r onch rule, it was a per-led of
relative peace and Laos wee free of the debilitating warn with Thailan d
and her other neighbors, which had teihea such a tell of the population ,
particularly during the early 19th century when the Thai decimated Vientiane
and resoved a large portion of the population of that area to the other blank
of the Mekong .
In addition the French established a health service . Even assuring
that it was not to effective on the local village level, particularly
anon the scattered mountain peoples, still hospitals and clinics were
established in the major torn n, and lerge =bees of rural patients were
treated and i_xaculxation caepaigas begun, doubtless affecting the deat h
rate, especially in those relatively densely populated plains surrounding
the major towns . The large scale malarial spraying caupaign currently
being conducted by the government of Laos should also have a significan t
effect on population increase, since malaria appears to be a major cause .
of death . Similar developments have been documented for other areas sinc e
World War II There DDT spraying dramatically decreased the death rate fro m
malaria .
Table 7 gives the provincial breakdown for the periods available .
It can be seer that the various provinces have increased rather uuenually .
For example, Nee: Tha has grown by a factor of less than 4, while Saravan e
has increased over 10-fold . This may reflect a change in provincia l
boundaries, as is obviously the case with Luang Prabang, or the fact tha t
the more easily accessible (to the government official) and larger Lao '
villages constitute a greater proportion of the population in one provinc e
than in another . It would be risktiy, however, to attempt to read too much
into these figures .
The problems of using Tao statistical materials are well illustrate d
in Table 8 which provides a breakdown of the population by provinces and
districts in the post-war period . Even eecluding the three northern
provinces for which insufficient infare Lion is available only half th e
provinces listed seem to show a pattern of inconsistent increase . Fur
example, in Saravane some !along figures are higher in 1956 than in 1960 ;
such a development is possible but does not appear likely . In the cas e
of Attopeu certain districts are identical for varying years while others
show a third increase . The situation is summed up in Table OA where figure e
for seven selected villages for 1955 end 1958 are compared . In certain
cases predictable increase has occurred while in others there are rando m
increases or decreases most likely reflecting the individual temperament s
and abilities of village chiefs and the extent to which they wished o r
were able to comply with government requests for population estimates.
In Table 6 some significant relationships can be established . There
is a noticeable variation between the hilly northern provinces and the
central and southern ones, the latter having considerable (for Taos )
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rice bearing plains bordering on the l•'ekong . The former have for 'the
most part less than 6 parsons per square kilometer, while in the latte r
we get fi gures as high-au 10 and 12 in 1958 . Pietrantoni documents thi s
distinction in great detail . In F.uong Thakhek, Ithammounne Province, h e
fines a deavity of 21 per crluare kilometer, 14 in I uong iakse, Champassa c
Province, as contrasted wish 2 .6 for the whole of Tam Tha or 2 .4 for Mang
Saly .7 It should he noted that even these highast figures fall short of
the 69 (180 par oguare mile) cited for certain areas of the iTkce plain
in Table 4. Although the population density nppecu e to have lima-added
about 50 percent in the past 15 yeera, the relative distribution by provinces
appears to have rat:alma approximately the same .
Tahleri 14 and 15 clearly chow that this population distribution
by provinces which has been sr°.ihtaih:d historical-3,y is aloe closely car-
rahnted with ville clue . =ihw the meet dancaly pal;:uaat d paovircos rslno
have the lacV•act villa e . hhaa c.9Zaoceacea are particularly strikes in
compering Vicezti:mo, A.ttopsu and

e_houong8 in. the c ce of Xiang
Phouiwzg 83 percent of tha popu lation in cencentravel in villages of less
than 200 inhabitants, while in Vientiane only 42 percent of the population
is found there . In Ziani g Khoun g only 10 villages are noted as having a
population of over 3G0 or less than 1 percent of the total compared t o
over 13 percent for Vientiane . Vientiane, Savan akhet and, Chawpassac all
have average village populations of over 200, and they are also the three
most densely populated provinces with densities of over 8 .5 parsons per
squ=are kilometer. Similarly, R"ram: ouane ,, Nam Tha, Phong Salt', Sam Beua
and leang Praha-rag all have a population & malty of less than 6 and a n
average village size of less than 130 persons . (Table 22) .
If we look at the ethnic composition of the first group of pro-
vincea, we see that all are at least 80 percent Lao-Tat, while in th e
second group only I0eaemcua-ne has a majority of lao-Tai in it n population
Mang Saly and Sacra Naas have practically no Lao villages, although they
do have some Tai, See Table 31 for an ethnic breakdown of Phong Sal y
Province, and Table 27 for data on Sam Neua) .
Ethnic 1:ackground
Tao salient geog raphic facts -- the sparse, scattered populatio n
and the mountainous terrain -- are cost forcibly impre wed on the travele r
caking a plane trip north from the administrative capital of Vientiane to
the royal capital at Luang Prabange Circling over Vientiane one sees th e
team stretched out along the Nhkong, surrounded by rice fields with
occasional suall patellae of forest : leaving the Mekong plain the land
abruptly changes to rugged mountains cut by narrow valleys . looking closely
at the settlement pattern below, the observer will sae what almost amounts
to a textbook illustration of ethnic stratification and economic-geographi c
adaptation to the land based on varying degrees of altitude . The major
ethnic groups inhabiting the mountains and valleys of Laos and thei r
customary altitudes of habitation are summarized in Tables 16 and 20, 8
Lao officials divide the inhabitants of the country into four groups =
rLao-tam, or valley Tao ; Lao-Tai or tribal Tai 9 ; Lego-Theng or Lao of the
aouus.tain sides (instead of the derogatory term lCha) ; and Lao-Soung, or Lao
of the mountain tops (leo and Tao) . Implicit here is an attempt to emphasize
the unity of the country . Theca terms, hoij ver, are largely political and
the important cultural differences remain . '
Although the Lao and tribal Tai belong to the sane general language
group and share a common origin in China there are important differences .
Sae scholars have claimed that the tribal Tai are repraseritativess of a n
earlier form of social organization out of which the Thai (of Thailand)
and Lao evolved . The tribal Tai of whom perhaps the most ieporta .nt group
in lao are the Black Tai are patrilLneal, with a belief revolving around
ancestral dieties, and there are also hereditary elite families in the villages .
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At one time they were organised into petty king a om . The last of these
collapued after the £ccond World 1•Tar . By contr.^_ot tha Lao said their
associated sub-groups are bilateral in their social structure, Buddhist ,
and without hereditary clas p groups within tha village . Unfortunatel y
there is insufficient information available for us to draw a rigi d
distinction bctc :oen Thai-Lao cued tribal-Tai . For example, the Tai Lu
in the area of I_uong Zing bear may rr aaablanaes to the naighboriua Ta i
Cam but unlike the latter are iiuddhi,te (although they have not bean so
for vary lone ) .
The Lao-Thong or tha is the cameral na.aa applied to the very
divorce

utp of indiganot .s inhabitanta trho 1:Mk both a writing cyota m
and fox ali cd political o:rctniaatic,: boyoni the villaga . Thor:a fail
who ara Bu_Thi3ta Leta r!'- op :i tha faith of tha Ito relttitaly rcaamp,
a few haw boec a L•hr°ictiann , but the aajobity cr cnia ats . Lu ecatzaat
to both tha Leto cad t;ihal aai uhot q yecaony is bated largaly on is ricated.
rice, tha I ". a c s tiz•a to alanh-andbtarn fields .
The T1 o and Yon), althovgh •culturally distinct group], hare i n
common a =bar of martant cultural traits; like tha g ha they ara
elnrh-red-bura agriculturists in want cables, but their distinction lies
in the fact that they di cell high in tha mountain and raice opium as a
cash crop, i oth reo and Yao have strong patriarchal in luanccs in family
and villaga organization and sin e a car:non origin in China, from which
they migrated relatively recently . Literacy in Chiaa a is alto fairly
widespread aaang tit-ate groups . Moir aaligion has certain strong Con-
fucianist and inl tic influences ., Their daces is a further dist.inguish-
irg feature (Table 21A) .
ncratiqns and Distribution
is ravers and in the valleys, and
nl no inhabit the mountain s
tug groups are irregularly
Recaae truatiiu3 the patterns
of migrations tha I ;mu and o(:her pa ; !_r]or..hinese group: aplear to have
oricinal.ly been widely distributed in hltt'h the oountains and plains .
About eight centuries ago the valley t.,ailibg, wet rice cultivating Lao -
Thai appeared in lace, migrzti g south in r _' ponce to the expanding
pressures of the an Chinase . l Later (lart ply during he fast few
centuries), the i_eo and the Tao tribes moved in from Yunnan and Tonkin
engaging in ehiPting cultivation . The currant ethnic s?:catificat ion, then ,
does not have vary mat historical depth .
In the northern part of Laos the Tai and i o 13 are distributed
along the r :ekong and its tribut:ales. In the eastern part of Indochina
the Tai are found in the vicinity of the Tcatb.1n plain and thence inland,
'while the `Lai E.: a end Tai Eho live in the highlands and to the south ar e
found the Tai D .14
The Tai L'Rn and sai kao are loc>atcd to the north and cast of Gam
ens in the foraar hth : tlitary L•ecrit i y of In_acehina . Generally speak-
ing the 'Ili L nno iarl*bit the north of thin t!_arritory and Ecru not a n
important ethnic group in law while the Tai ie are found in the cauthern
part particularly in the area of F:ien Bien rat). locrite& only a few miles
from Rhong galy,15
Tice Tai Fars or northern Tai inhabit the rakong valley from qang
Vieng to Sam rates and past of that of the galtttn. In 1918 they were
estianted to nu-the 600,00'3 ." Up to recant tined there are said to
have eminted 28 Tai L:aua districts c o of which are felt to overlap
with the Tai Lu of Sip Bong lae. Ea .
L.i geuercl the Lao live : ..
the Tai live in higher valleys
from about 600 to 1,$00 raters Vail .
distributed in between on mountain
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The Tai Ltt, called by the Chinese Pa-vi or Shui Pa-viFlnhabit
the twelve Pan Idas ( "countries " according to Seidenfaden end not 12,000
paddy fields), eleven of which are situated on the Vest bank of the r'vkong .
The twelfth is raong Sing in Laos . Cutaide the Sip Song Pan to there are
many Tai Lu groups in p1acea such ao Chiang Tung in Lurms, in North Thai-
land at Chiang rai and 1 anhun and in Laos in the tam Oa valley near

'
Innng Prabaag . The Lu of Laaphun are the descent is of prisoners of
war taken 150 yearn a ;;o when a Thai army invadoi Chiang Tung in Yunn an .
There are also a few hundred Lu in northern TorEin . In 1918 they war'
estimated to have nu :bared over 350,000 in the Chinas? owned. I' n ran,
with 50,000 in Chien; Thing and including those in Thailand and Lao s
they may at pr_cent =oily =bar over 750,000, or almost equal to the
nmsber of Lao in lam .
The Mina are located mainly in the %%astern Dart of northern Laoo,
up to the ram Lang, a tributary of the ram Cu which joins the Pahang a
few miles north of La ag Praha nu . ha lam of the ram Lang mark the
northern limit of the Mau nn 7Fo territory with the exce ption of thos e
in the area of huong uing . l8 They are particularly aaaa`ous in the
mountainous areas between Vientiane, Luang Frabang and Kiang Zhouaug .
The ;•_eo are distributed sporadically in northern Lao* from Yunnan
south to Phou I£hao tln i l9 but are concentratod mainly in Xiang ITouang ,
The Yao are found in latively large nuebers in the northern part of th e
Tonkin plain and Tn : :contains to the vest, and in Laos they are located
chiefly in smut :s :eatc .a daa Nena, around ram The town, northwestern Man g
Laly and to a looser e :eat in the t mpg Prabang and Yang Vieng areas ,
as well as in rei•tieern Thailand . Their d.io.ribution is irregular and
their yillegas are scattered .20
The Lao are thought to constitute about fifty percent of the tota l
population of Taos (see Tables 22 and 23). In any case, they are the
c?ouirnnt group politically, economically and socially . Their religious ,
7iaL:uistic and other cultural affiliations are with the Lao of Northeas t
Thailand_ A handbooh on Thailand published by the Thai government on th e
occasion of the Ninth Pacific Congress in 1957 makes the following state -
aunt about the Lao :
"Tee Lao differ but little from the Thai, an d
are in reality as much Thai as are th Thai . The Lao
do not call themselves lao but Thai .' The Lao of
Thailand are divided into two divisionst the Lao of
northern Thailand or lao Phung Pam, and the Lao o f
eastern Thailand, or Lao Pilling Khao . (slack-bellied
and White-bellied Lan) ."
The terms refer to the fact that the man of the former are closely to ooed
from waistline to mid-thighs ; this tattooing is absent in the latter .
"The Northern Lao inhabit the whole of Northern
Thailand.. ., In addition to the name Lao Phung Dam the y
are frequently called by their neighbors lao Yuen o r
Thai Yuen . The Nastorn lao occupy a great Dart of the
I0orat Plateau and the valley of the Eae r hong [l•"•ekong) .
There are also scattered communities of both these Sa o
divisions in laver Thailand . . .
" The Eastern Lao can be divided into two language
Groups : the Lao t'ienchau [Vientiane] and the Lao Itao . . .
most of the population of the three provinces of Prachin ,
yrabin and 'ilakhon Payok are lao Wiengchan, all originall y
prisoners of vier departed to these districts just one
hundred years ago. . .23
"The dialectic difference between Lao Wiengchan
and Ian no is not great, but quite distinct to an
observant ear . "2h1
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Thus it becomes quite clear that the disstinetinr. between the
neighboring peoples of Inns and ellond ere largely political. This
in true of the tribal groups ce tall as the Lao . (Table 64) . 1'.oveunta
due to warfare are eignific nt (there have been similar types of move-
msntn within keen), althow h econouic conditions van also be parnuasiv+a .
rut in both canoe the eoven-ent ie almost al Ayo couthu 1. This applies
to all major ethnic groups2
Mau.omn (19,9) obvert es with rogerd to the rorthcent Thai-Lao
that villta,;as eigretcd as units after fin t tn : '?.ing cone reoponhible
citioene to cccat out the p eenibilitict3 . The loo village in toas of
its .^. o'icn_ltural ccea.cnr is also not too ntehle a unit, at lea :t nhe n
the netts is vies ed in tenen of ftfty pne s or none (Table 1E1) ; the
tribal villc,-oo are en:a loea co, since they rote every few des Cno . It
can be truly cid the t a s]oct none of the meal vi.llcgz•s in Inca are really
orntrenut . The feu vile:o in the Vie tines ante that have ee i .^,ted for
catered centuries era rare. enceptions . Cone chem,; every few' dozen years ,
although generally npee :ing the Leo end Die n% Tait ' tend to he core per-
car_e .nt than the L"co or T -ax beceu:e of the former's ecp_ndence on irri g+and
rice culture .21 r}i3 inability of the population bran been a major obstacle
confronting potential cap-refers and census taiers as well as government
planners .
:thnlcComposition
It is certainly clear that a most important fact concerning Laos
is the ethnic composition of her population . In recent years it has
become quite cow on when d.issc-maing the proble e of Laos to aooert that
the Iceland Lao eho control the govarnr:ent are not even a clear majority
in their own country, and that at leant half of the people belong to triba l
groups . Unfortunately, it is not poosible on the heals of currently avail -
able inforn tion to furnish any detailed docu_entation on this point, but
the figures given in 5 :blest 22-32 illustrate eeeothing of the coeplexitie s
involved . Table 22 is incomplete einco it gaits the provin=ces of Sam ITeua
and Phoeg Caly, which at the time of r°oa pilation were under Coenunis t
control .
One of the sin jor couplicatiaua is that the Lao and Tai are liste n
together and not broken deem into tepercite categories as they were in the
statistics issued, during the period of French rule (see Tables 23-32) .
The political motivation for this in obvious since it places the Iao in
a wore favorable position . Yet on a personal basis the Lao sharply die-
tinguish themselves from the Tai groups, although without r?ueetion they
consider themselves to be more closely related to the tai peo ples than
to the Leo -Thong or I'oo-Sera Groups . As we have indicated, there are
important differences banes the Leo and various Tai gcoupo in customs,
religion and family structure, although some of the latter are Buddhists .
The various Tai groups aloe had their own political hierarchies which were
not integrated with the^e of the Lao. In fact, for the most part their
origin lies in I'oi-th 1oi e, sand -without euootion some of the Tai pro e e
now residing in Inc* feel them. elves strongly (hewn in that direction .
This feeling is intensified by the fact that although zone Tai do occupy
government positions, they feel them-elves to be discriminated against .
It is also interesting that the inhebitaats of the Tai peso refugee villagea
in the area of the toznn of Vientiane and Leg Frabeng epp ;r to have
integrated themselves into Laotian society after the pattern of the
Vietnamese rather than the Ina . For era ^pale, they have becOee craftsmen,
vegetable gerdeneres, petty traders ant doeoetic servants, occupation s
approximating those of the resident Viet :n se . These particular groups
are for the most part not Buddhist and share certain ritual observance s
with the Vietnamese .
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Even assuming the Iao-Tai to be a homogeneous group, we can se e
in Table 22 that they are in a clear majority in

6 of the 10 provinces
of Los listed. lining Table 23 we are able to check these figures
cooperatively and at the came time achieve one historical rarspeetive .
As has been repeatedly emphasized, ell Lao statistics should be treated
with some cantina, yet they do chow a ciceificent degree of internal
connistency. Tray the _proportions of the total population in each of
the major ethnic i roupin4a hao reaai ed relatively rnch^argod in tha
period 1911-1942 . In 1911 the Leo r a 45 percent of the total popula-
tion tend in 1942 they fees 44 L ;deent3 the _t: ::ve 32 end 3p percent
and the Tai toss 19 1:'. 1 17 p neza Eon the ye-era . Cnly the
I_eo-Yao =en to Lava sera hen c_athl l f ena to 5 percent over the forty
year interval (T hlr_ 23) . In t.sia 1.tt:•r ceee theses is a very phen ible
enpl. naticn -- c y cn e Lay have cwcc ate 1 tear i into lace &row n, Thor -
in, China and Lochs Viet` n over this Eerie :, f'ollo:rira ca:lios tee .
In fact, ba_ .ed el the cueetin:ii+n-z of scat e a y Sow: there a e=rs
to have been a niceate y tr_a1 area the bonle i ;:nsvineee of the nosh
into Luang I bask, tad. eubee„u~ntly into bay:boury and Vient .e .
It in poe•sible to cee come dolihofate attc'apt at menipu ation
here, but this would seen to be i*aecaeietcat with the idea of hephez:rdiy
collected statistics . Certainly on the local level, the village or dis-
trict officials would have had to pre:cerve some records in order to kno w
what they were ve_aiy?uletirg, end judging from the situation existin g
today there does not appear to be reach cup-port for this view. On the
national level, the Freath adminintrators would have had to engage in
keeping two sets of books . Although there are telly things of which the
French as a coloaial power may have been guilty, thin &ace not appear t o
be one of them . `s heir failing al ears to be more on the side of is aeos
in keeping statistics and euphacis on the European and milts populatio n
for which, in contract to the other inhabit:.nte of Laos, detailed records
exist . Yet, since tat C seeemente were be ;d on these records, there was
considerable motivation for coma sort of accuracy .
Trying to assess the validity of the proportions expressed for 1942 -
1955 preeenta a number of difficulties . There can be noted interestingly
enough, a speeta.culRr jump in the Lao-Tai category from 61 to 74 percent
and a decrease in the nee figure, with the Y•:eo-Yea ctatistics remaining
more or lees constant . This reflects the absence of Phong Saly and Sam
Neua from the 1955 calculations . Fortunately there are detailed statistics
available for Sam eons for 1936 (Table 27), which indicates a Tai ;copula-
tion of approximately 68 percent, rather close to the Leo-Tai average for
all of Laos of 74 percent for 1955 (based on the maximum population
estimate), so that we may roughly a ^sense that the omission of this on e
province would not have izeie a great difference in the overall average ,
if the percentage composition of the population had not greatly altere d
in the Intervening nineteen year e . Eat in this case it must be remembered
that the "Lao-Tai " are actually tribal Ten .; there are virtually no Lao i n
the pruvinee . This leaves Phong Saly, whooe population was estimated a t
about 50,000 in 1955, r,or approximately 4 percent of the total populatio n
of Laos . (Table 31) .`9 We m nt the :, _fore look el ewhere for an explana-
tion of the increase in the lao -Tai component of the population of laps .
Table 24 given us some help, but we must be cautious in assessin g
the figures since the T:3i column. ;.;,elude¢ proto-Indochinese groups suc h
as the Couci, which in provinces such as Caravane constitute over 12 percent
of the population. The lao category, even though it is augmented by th e
Tel-1u, provides valuable help . tat us try to see specifically those area s
in which the ethnic valley-lao total significantly more than half the total
population and constitute a definite majority . In Table 23 we see that
in 1942 in the Kingdom of Iaaeng Prolong, which included much of northern
Leos (principally Iaiang Prabang and rem Tha Provinces) they constituted
only 35 percent of the population . In a surrey conducted by the Frenc h
authorities in 1950 in 2eysboury Province, the Iwo composed only 25 percent
of the population in Long Sa district and 40 percent in Rak lay (Table 30) .
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Together thece two districts conotitute the majority of the province
accounting for 229 and 166 villages respectively out of a 1954 total
of 523, or about 75 percent, while the 1960 census figures give 76
percent for lao-Tai groups in the province . These sets of figures
would incline vs to treat with come reserve the Lao-Tai percentagea
given for thece provinces in Table 22. Table 25 provides an extensive
samp le of the population of . Zicrg Id:tw ng . The rho figures are almos t
identical to thoca in Table 22 and one is inclined to doubt that they
are cot lete for the larger population given in this table, since the
population of the major ta'wen appears to to =baled from Table 25 . Turn-
ing to Table 32 wa zee that in rem The. province the Lao era not aigaii'ic nt .
In rheas Sing district they calm+tituta only the officials and their fcaisles ,
while the Tai (principally La) are 37 percent of the p uirtion . In rem Tha
and I?ouei Sal di tricto the Lao nra 2 cacti 6 percent respectively, Valle the
Tai ara 44 end 40 percent . In Can I=.:: ;:3 we have alteef:y can that no Lao
are listed, while the Tai form apps iaetel,y 68 p,s:rc;at of tho pow zties
(Table 27) .

Saravan eIn vae (Treble 2 }".i the Leo are 43 percent of tha ropula -tion, while Table 24 lints only 30 par-e:at of the population as lao-Tai
in Attopon (see also Table 29) . This leaves the Provinces of hat, ouane ,
Vientiane'°, Cnaupa : _ac, and to a 1eaeer e: :tent z avznn1kh t an pae aineatly
Tao . It is only in Vientiane Province that the non-Lao-Tai peoples con-
stitute a negligible minority .
It is not 'without significance that with the exception of the Pro-
vince of iliammouane, all of the provinces bordering on the Democrati c
Republic of Vietnam end People's Republic of China contain only a minority
of Lao . This tact has made guerrilla and probing tactics such as occurre d
during the eater of 1959 much easier for the P1W since the same tribal
groups are found on both sides of the border . In the civil war in 1960 -
1961 the question of Vietrazeeoe infiltration has not been successfully
answered (tribal or non-tribal), nor of Siamese Thai for the Royal Government .
Another important factor is underestimation of the population .
The villages of the tribal peoples are xuch scalier and more scattered
over mountainous terrain than the larger Battlements of the Lao located
in the galleys . Table 22 indicates that Vientiane is 99 percent LeoTei ,
while Xieng Khovang is 40 percent Meo-Y.ao, and Attopeu is 70 percent Ella .
That is, the difference in village size on an'ethnic basis (Table 14)
reflects the different geographic adaptations and lend use . The La o
practicing irrigated rice agriculture are able to have the largest, most
permanent villages, while the k1eo who live on the mountain tops appea r
to have the smallest and least permanent, with the Xha occupying an inter-
mediate position in terms of geography, population and permanence . Tables
33-38 tend to confirm this generalization . In Tn'ng PraLang Province Moo
villages of 200 or 300 do occur but are rare, while those with over 100
inhabitants are not unusual, in narked contrast to the pattern of Iao and
even Lao-Theng villages . An important factor not brought out in thes e
figures is the occasional proximity of r•_eo villages to each other . For
the most part they do appear to be widely scattered in I3aang Prabang, but
certain ecological factors may cause concentrations . Thus on a plateau
several hours' walk from Luang Prabang town there a re estimated to be some
3,000 Leo living in villages with as many as 80-90 houses each . This
clustering is due at least in part to the fact that the soil has a high
lime content, making it good for growing opium .  By contrast, I€ao villages
of 500-1,000 population are by no means win's;ual in Vientiane Province (12
percent of the rural population) although they are less likely to occur
in the north . It is also pertinent to note (Table 13) that the average
size of villages in Laos has increased alacet 50 percent in the past half -
century, although a mctly how this has affected the different minority
groups it is impossible to say in any precise nay . One might infer,
however, that since the lao villages are nearest the growing towns and
are being reached to en increasing extent by roads, that these trade
contacts may have tended to promote population concentrations . Therefore
it is likely that the average size of the Lao villages has grown to a
greater extent than those of the mountain peoples. It is likely, however ,
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that at least name Lao villages such as those on the Xieng Hhouang
plateau have sheen inereasea .
The smaller size, scattering and hence greater inaccessibilit y
of non-lao villages are implicitly acknowledged in the official fire-
yam. develop lnt plan of the lao government . There is conoie':ref to have
been on under otimation of soar 15 percent for certain peenly a-Lni etered
amen: the Provinces of thong £ :1y, Vicntiennt, Car: z!:L=t end he e -ins ,
and 20 percent for Caravans and Ch,nrasr ae, vlth 15D percent for Lens
Prdb7ng, 2eyehouzy, Ten T1h:s eed Fs-al:sta . ': isg the c"z :i of 193., cna
then oatrina a convecto3 fi*:w of l,n7,CC3 i.=" : :1 of 1,018,0:) for 1935;
1„?,000 intend of 1,1. '3,400 for 1551, c ::d 1,7C3,CC3 la,tred of 1,575,450
for 1557. I one ts2eee the eleeteeel Iistns cc :77,2e .3 of ~~a1rat~l p
C4 0,0n rrrrone, as oven hither fijuie for the total p0:va1 ation ep:et.
rcaec-r.b1e --p::rh^7 . 1,700,03 teheaiteate. S-dia rem rt ee e1ure that
a ro 1 tionof 2,CO0,0:0 Ls a renceeeeh1o cetinat-i cn vhioh to he :a the
1953-63 plan. . Thin =area an enrua1 increae : rate of 1.5 percent, shleh
is considerably less than that of 2.03 eetinat d for the mast recent
period (sable 6) . 31
This official eource also states (apparently quoting a trench
source for the omens of 1936) that the Lao-Tai were underestimated by
a factor of approximately 15 percent, while for the proto-ladochines e
(P1ta or Indonesians as they are referred to in the report) it in 40 per-
cent, and for the Lao 50 percent . Applying these figures to the propor-
tions given in the 1942 cenevo and extropolatir.g to a census 2i1re of
2,000,000, we arrive at a figure of 820,00D ( 1:0 percent) for the lao ,
320,000 (16 reticent) for the various Tai peopled, 6S0,00o (34 percent )
for the proto-Indochinese• and 100,000 (9 percent) for the ieo Yao . These
figures are exclusive of other groups such as the Vietnamese, Chinese and
Europeans, who dwell in the toeea . In fact, in most cases the Tao appear
10 be definitely a minority in she towns desographically op:aking, e .g.
loakse with its largo Chinese end Vietnamese roup's, while in Vientiane,
in addition to sizeable communities of these two croups, there also appear s
to be more tam

me from across the river in Thailand then from Laos
op_r . According to Pietrantoni (19571 230) in 1943 the Lao made up
61 percent of the population of Luting Prabang torn and only 41,5 percen t
Vientiane, with 16, 14, 10 dud 11 percent in Savannakhet, pates, Xieng
ouang and Thakhek respectively (Table 58) .
Ethnically and linguistically speaking the point can be made a s
for as the ruinl and urban areas are concerned that Laos has no character -
istic population groups that cannot, be found in greater numbers in neighbor-
ing stays. A glance at Tables 65-74 shows that far Greeter numbers of
Meo and Yao reside in Borth Vietnam and China than in facia . A similar
point can he made with regard to the Tai peoples . The Lao population of
Northeast Thailand amounts to approximately 7 million, and of the norther n
region some 5 million . There exists a mild lad irredentism . Item important
perhaps is the fact that the Thai have a.nn`.sxe i parts of Laos when France
Vas weak, e .g. Sayabou y during T•Torld Tar II . .As we have seen in the
various tables, the 1 :ha constitute a great m^,oy individual tribal unite .
These groups also overlap into north and South Vietnam, Cambodia and
Thailand (Table 64) .
Although it is of great significance that there are ethnic over-
lappings with lrorth Vietnam and China, without doubt the most significant
cultural relationships are with the Tao of Thailand. The borders with
China and north Vietnam are in mountainous country that can be crosse d
,tut with difficulty, chile the lTh ong r :hith marks the Thai-Lao border fo r
much of its length is in no sense an obstacle since the Inc are a riverine
people . In feat it encourages contact since the Lao like to fish an d
traverse the river to trade . Cultural differences between the lao on
the one hend and the Chinese and VIeteaaeoe on the other are strongly
felt . There are differences in language, religion, ethos and food habits .
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During the current civil war the Royal Inv government has talked darkly
of "foreign " soldiers who use chopsticks and cat non-glutinous rice --
an oblique way of referring to the Vietnamese .
The increasing population pressures generated by the Han Chinese
{'Table 68) provide part of the explanation for the Thai-Lao migration s
which culminated in the founding of the Thai capital of Ayuthaya in 1350 .
During the prec eding century there was a legendary migration of Thai-La opeople along the Kam Cu river to the present site of Luang Prabane .
This was an cad result of a long conies of southward migrations (Wiens :
1954, 113) . staring the pre-Chou period (appra°_inately prior to 10CO B .C . )
there appears to have been a halt of Thai people on the north hank of th e
Yangtee . Tattooing being a trait which hue characterized the Tao people
up to the present tic.,, mere scholars feel that it nay servo se an in-
dication of the paerence of Thai peoples in Ghina . During the Hen period
{2000 B .C .-200 A .D.) tattooed people were found scattered over much of
southern China =opt Yuaaan and I.uoichou. Their absence from these areas
probably indicates that they bed not yet migra ted to these regions, The
general picture preeant-ed by the historical records is that of a migration
of related Thai peoples, first eastward from Szechwan, then south, end
again west and southwest . These ahgeations are still continuing, the
latest arrivals being groups of tribal Tai peoples who have crvnsed int o
northern Laos from Yunnan, fleeing the Chinese commune system.33
A similar situation occurred with regard to the no . During th e
last 500 or Goo years the no have been subjected to pressures by the Han
Chinese ,* who have steadily forced them into marginal and mountainous area s
and also pushed them souths :rd. The Chinese undertook e n ai zs against
the no in 1698, 1732, 1794 and 1855 . This warfare resulted in a series
of movements by the Kee, ores of which was to the eastern pert of Yunnan
and northern parts of Vietnam and Leos . As indicated earlier, large number s
of Mee and Yao have entered Laos since the beginning of this century, Thi s
fact is further confirmed by the present population estimates for the variou s
e r.hn is Groups . The other ethnic groups have approximately tripled sinc e
1911, wIiile the Mao have increased over nix-fold. Even discounting the
hempen of underestimation and confining ourselves to the official figures
for 1911 and 1942, we see that in that period the Mco-Yao group more tha n
tripled, while none of the other groups even doubled .
Urban.- Population
So far we have confined our discussion to the rural population o f
Laos . An important indication of a country's social, economic or cultura l
develop-tent is its extent of urbanization . A glance at Table 52 clearly
chows that Laos is arts of the least nhenized areas in Asia even by th e
most generous estimates (within the definition laid down in the table) ,
Yet it would be quite wrong to assume that the rest of Laos outside o f
Vientiane is composed only of villages, with a few "overgrown villages "
forming the provincial capitals . This is definitely not true in certai n
specific eases . The royal capital of Luang Prabang -- the official resi-
dence of the King -- is certainly not a large village as its populatio n
of seine 7,600 might lead one to infer . It has a long history as an ad-
uiuistrative center, and the fact that it is also the residence of the chie f
Buddhist monk of Laos emphasizes its importance as a religious center . Leemg
Frabang has paved streets, a power plant, hospital and airfield . In addition
to its administrative personnel there is a significant population of Chinese
and Vietnamese who are engaged in coerce and crafts . Clearly, although
the town is a major trading center, only a minority of the population i s
engaged in agriculture .
AltLeugh there is no other town in Laos that has the religious o r
ccrcucnial iuportance of Luang ?rebsng, there are several other towns that
are administrative and commercial centers .
V
If 5,000 is set as a minimum population are, ve can include
Savannakhet, Fakse and `hakhek in this category . 34 This raises the
question as to how to classify the remaining provincial capitals an d
towns of lesser importance . Table 49 presents a list of 44 communitie s
which are classified as towns . In reality most of them are minor ad-
ministrative centers (moves) containing, in many cases, the residence
of the Chao f_uong or district erminiatrator, a lower court, a police post ,
a nit. year school, perhaps an army con pany and a practical nurse and usually
a few Chinese aerchants . With the exception of ram Tha, Sam l?eua, Phong
Daly, and posoibly Attopeu, where the only Lao are the oi`Ticieln, most
of the others are Ina villages whore the tajority of the inhabitants ar e
farmers with trading sometimes a cocondery occupation . rany of these towns ,
particularly in rho south, have rod connections, and =as are lacatcd along
rivers ; those which are not acccaoibl_ in theca Faye in many cares have a
landing n trip which ca a e weed during the dry corcon. As provincial
capitals Attopeu, ram Tha, Thom; Saly, Cam rein and Snyabo uy would fit in
this category. They are distinguished from other secondary towns in that
they have regular air cervice (at least during the dry season), usually a
post and telegraph office and often a larger military garrison . There may
be other tonne in the province which have an equal or greater commercia l
importance, e .g. !iouei Sai in ram Tha province . By even the most. generous
estimates 90 percent of the population of Laos are peasants or tribesme n
living in rural area, engaged in agriculture or related occupations . Con-
sidering that a number of areas usually included in counting the populatio n
of the to us are predominantly rural in character, it would seem cafe t o
assume that about 95 percent of the people of Laos are either primarily
or exclusively farmers, making it one of the most rural countries in th e
world .
The overwhelming importance of the 1 .ekong is clearly demonstrate d
by the fact that all of the important cities of Laos are located along its
beaks from the trading past of Roues wai in the north through Dasrg Frabang ,
Vientiane, Thakhek, Savannakhet to Fakse in the south . Those to wns located
in non-Lao areas such as Sam rteua, Thong Saly, Nam The ., Xieng Knouang an d
Attopeu are all distinctly of secondary importance . The only tours that
does not fit into this clearly marked dichotomy is Snyaboury, but•she rive r
town of Pak Lay is almost as large oven though it lacks the administrative
apparatus of a provincial capital . French administrators havew of course ,
strongly ixifluenced the de velopment of these towns and they are largel y
responsible for the creation of Thakhek and Savannakhet .
Within the last thirty years most of these towns have , about doubled,
approximating the increase in the population of Laos as a who]e (Tables 5 0
and 51) . Vientiane, which has appraxiaately quadrupled, is the outstanding
exception . In this case it is apparent that most cf the growth has occurred
since the end of the Second World War and the emergence of lace as a nation .
The large scale American aid program, by encouraging urban businesses an d
subsidizing the growth of government bureaus, the army and police, ha s
greatly contributed to the growth of Vientiane and other towns as well .
Not too surprisingly Luang Prabang was the cost significant town in Laos
at the beginning of the century when it was more than twice the size of
Vientiane . If instead of the Census Bureau°s estimate of 11,000, we accep t
the figure of 7,596 (subsequently obtained by the provincial office of thi s
bureau in the royal capital), it appears that its population has remaine d
remarkably stable during the last half century . This cannot be said for
towns such as Bien ; Khouang, Savaanskhet and Saravane, which have grown
from villages, in some cases increasing more than twenty-fold . la Table 51
we note that with the exception of Vientiane the toms in the other two
pray laces for which comparable figures are available appeared to have in -
creased at a somewhat slower rate than the population as a whole .
The ethnic compositiou of the towns is clearly shown in Table 58 . 35
The most outstanding fact emerging from these tables is that the towns o f
Laos are predominantly non-Leo in ethnic composition, an exception bein g
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Luang Prabang where 61 percent were Lao in 1943 . Dut if the predominantly
rural areas usually included within the town limits were excluded, it is
likely that the percentage of Lao would fall even lower. In any ease ,
in 1943 approxieetely 30 percent of the "urban " population (in terms of
the towns listed in Tzble 58) was lao, the remainder being predominantly
Vietnamese and Chinese . When comparing the growth of the Chinese and
Victnuneco communities betuecn 1921 and 1943 with the increaso in the
population of Laos c3 a whole, ae find eons impressive differences . In
these 22 years the population of the country as a whole aid not quite
double according to the official figured, yet the population of the
Chinece incxeeeed from appro ir :etely 500 to 4,000, or by a factor of 8,
while the Vietoen oa i croacod fears co : ea. 4,100 to 30,700, or more than
7 tees . Tha total gain wee approxinatoly 30,000 for both gaoupe during
thin period. his population alone in alneet [sufficient to account fo r
the total growth of the ae]or towns•lurir3 part of thin period as give n
in Table 50. Although not all of these people Settled in the major town
it iu cafe to assume that meet of than aid., circa the Chinese came
principally as merchants, petty traders and. in some cases as coolies,
while the Vietnamese came as cx ftooen, gardeners, and ueny were recruite d
by the French to serve as technicians and ed inistrators of various kinds .
Batueen 19+3 and 1.959 a number of important changes have occurred ,
but unfortunately statistics for comparison are not available . We must
attempt to ascertain the situation indirectly . Aeong the more eignttican t
has been the departure of a large number of Vietnamese, particularly thos e
eho were in government service, since Laos gained her independence . Rs
eeloriial administrators the Vietnamese were very much resented by the lao .
This feeling has a strong trr d-itional basis, since the Lao both fear an d
distrust the more aggressive Vietnamese . Others who worked ec truck- -
gardeners in the area of Vientiane also left . A number of them were
Catholics and the deserted churches in some of the villages around Vien-
tiane testify to this fact. It should be noted, however, that this los s
was not a total one, since a number stayed on . Also, with the recent
gre h of Vientiane a nueher of Vietnamese have emigrated from overcrowde d
S, • 1 goe and set up small businesses or found jobs in the various servic e
t-;^des . In 1957 approximately 120 more Vietnamese were entering lave eac h
month than were leaving, so3eat one could estimate the anneal increase by
ieeigration at about 1,500 .
e
The situation for the Chinese is somewhat different sine, unlihe
the Vietnamese, they were not involved in the governsrnt . They prospered
greatly in commerce, as the increase in their population attests . Accord -
ing to sable 5a there was an increase of over seven-fold. in the Chinese
population in the sixteen years between 1943 and 1959, or proportionatel y
equitaleat to the increase which had taken place in the preceding 31 years .
Beyond doubt the Chinese population did increase but it would be unwise to
give to these figures an absoluteness they do not merit . l. any Chinese
tslgrated to Laos after World War II . They came from a number of place s
for a variety of reasons . First, a significant number of soldiers and
afficers of the Chinese Nationalist Army crossed over into Egos from Yunnan
after the occ upation of that area by the Communists . Many of these men
settled in various towns particularly in the north, established buainesee s
and often married Lao seamen, since there were few eligible Chinese . Another
source of Chinese immigrants has been the cities of Bong Kong, Saigon an d
Bangkok. any of them were attracted to Laos by the lure of profits to
be made as a result of the com:-ecial boom indirectly fostered by th e
American aid program . Although easy money was no longer to be made i n
1959 and 1950 as it was in 1956 and 1957, many of them have stayed on .
Tables 59-G0 provide further information on the Chinese and Viet -
namese . It should he noted that in 1953 Laos had not yet assumed de fact o
control of her own administration, so that many Vietnamese probably lef t
after that data, Today Vientiane rem-ains an important center for bot h
groups, and the Vietnamese as well as Chinese communities in towns suc h
as Pakse and Savannakhet are still strong . One of the difficulties in
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evaluating Table 61 is that the Chinese and ViethOe commsmities 37 are
composed not only of foreign born individuals, but also of many people
who core bo5B in Laos. This fact is not made evident in the official
statistics .
The Indian population, conpoe d costly of cloth merchants, ha s
grown from 6 it iviauale in 1912 to co 957 in 1958 . Trench and. Americans
alto fig-are appnecinbly in the Lao unhan po? elation . It vas estimated that
in 1959 the n: mere ap ronirztely 8,000 Franc haven in Las . &'.tec,u m bly this
inched the unitary C:rricon ctation d at the Cezo burn . . 1n :e nur ere
of I'ronchaen a :erne no uilitwy oad c ,vilicn advisees to the CotitiratUt
lunar-1=o parts c l oa, and there ono aleo can,ybuoinnoonen . lithe the
Chiser_a, I'renehaem in thin crt?jor r ceen to kw) 1=re.acad in recent years .
- Without a Cenht thorn ere core drench new in *:oa than at the tine it tea
a colony . In 1912, for ene le, the-co veto, cnly i bench citizona in
the whole country, cn1 in 19x7, 574 ( the only oneeDtion to this atatenant
being the time of the In .ochina i ; ter, ti n large n seas of French troops
were fiehtiag in ?nos) .
As to the teericens, except for a few dozen missionaries, aleoat
all of them work for the 1!rerican got-ern: eat in one of its aid or informa-
tion programs . A reasonable eatimate would he 500 including families .
In addition thexe are a few hundred Filipinos who nark in the American
aid program, as well as a nu¢bor engaged in an independent rural medica l
program called Operation Brotherhood . Both the Anericans awlFilipinoa
are new elements in the ethnic mosaic of Laos which did not exist a s
recently as ten years ago .
If one were to approach the question of lao urban population
composition on a formal statistical basis, this might well be the and of
the diecuesioe, but it would have overlooked one of the most crucial
groul+s, which does not appear at all in the official French etatietics
in any meaningful way . 39 ?"hone are the Thai and fhai••iao from the .north-
east provinces of Thailand . The French were interested in emphasisin g
the integration of Laos with the other provinces of Indochina borderin g
on Laos . Although come migration statistics do gist they are obviously
not very reliable in a eeuatry with only a retell number of poorly uperdise d
custom posts and an easily navigable river eeparati :: the two countries fo r
much of their common border, purtienlarly in the east popu],oua regions .4 0
It is necessary to define our terms, for the distinctions betwee n
the Lao and the Thai-Lao are not readily apparent . First it should be
noted that a number of Thai businessmen from rangkok have come to Vien-
tiane in recent years j, s have a nu ber of students ooeking jobs, bu t
they are certainly a small minority compared to the Chinese or Vietnamese .
Excluded from our consideration are the caowssings of villagers who liv e
on opposite sides of the .Mekong anal exchange produce . Also excluded are
the many Lao (elitea as well as pee enta) who have left their country for
an education, job or buminess venture in Thailand and later returned .
What we are particularly interested in is the large scale migrations ,
often of a temporary ratur-e, of faraura and, coolien from the poor and
overpopulated Idortheast Thailand to the teems of Laos bordering on the
Mekong, particularly to Vientiane . Litre meet of the cemlaw drivers and
coolies engaged in construction work (both ken and women) are from th e
other side of the river . It is estimated that in 1959 there were 5,000
samlaws in all of Laos, of which a a jority were probably operated b y
I _northeast Thai-Lao, who also monopolized this trade in L ngkok before i t
was banned there . In addition., many come to work in the villages around
Vientiane particularly at planting and harvest time .
Of equal importance is the cultural impact the Thai have had o n
the towns of Laos ; although there is a strong French influence in th e
public buildings and administrative orgenizatioa, as well as on the view -
point of the educated classes, Thai culture is felt more strongly by the
lover classes in terms of items ouch as movies, m sa circulation newspapers
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and magazines (coot of the migrants from the ortheast are literate) . It
is poeoible that the aituntien in taco hay be unique, at least in degree :
that is, the indigenous population is pcor1y ropracentcd in the totes,
the only people of Lzoa living in them being the Lao officials and cow
merchants and craftsmen .
With the exception of Aieag Ehouang nhane a Mu rho have settled
in the totem, the worn-T o tribal iooploa Co not live in the tCYWns . A
partial exception are tb4 Them-who cone to work eo coolioa in tonne such
ert Ihen fir heng but nl .=13y r.: tnrn to ';~..~ ., ir on vi1LYea in a few months .
ConnorL:oly there are, ha-never, cone Chineen nexch_nta neatt d in certain
of the larger lee villages in the ccent ::drw•ide .
P.tr°ur_ture
Although I re have pheniouoly lhehl aced the seven linitztionn o f
lee and French colonial nteti otlca r:.• ; : rilt the total population and its
ethnic =position, an even u roo aitneticu c ;:lat .; with rcr ahd to otatietica
relating to birds aril certality . Although the Waited I°::tiea~e Leanoraic
Cceeisoion for t`_oia end the'ar I~aet has pu?olieh,d a set of figuree (see
T:ablo 2!-6-):8), the oou ecoo ca Zaich they are bane& are to hchn, and in any
race n.ot aesilrble to the Leo r .1 ee:eau of Satin tic s`, nor published litany
French periodicals . Pietrcatoni (1953223) concludes that those figure s
which here collected by the french edminiotx•ation on natality and mortalit y
are not of any scholarly use .
A Eoeez-shut better situation exists with reg ard to materials on the
age structure of the Ieoe population, but here to there are eevere din-
crep;ecies in many governhent reports . Ire av=ers to be a tendency in
truxy canes to virtually ignore the group over 60 aat to uh0evestiaate the
nuber of people under 15 . Table 43 brine together material bearing on
the Leo from diveree tour ce in both rural chailcnd and lave [shish ehotr s
a great deal of consistency in a comparative eemae, 'arable 41 sho*ors th e
close comparability of the data obtained by Pietrantoni for all of Inoe
is 1943 and the figures obtained from Lao government sources for 1957 .
The data from the Iiha and, the no-Yao groups are lese e .atiefying. It
does not appear logical to attribute the wiE :•e}y varying differencee fo r
the tribal groups to different deaarrh1c features, althoigh these ma y
exist, but rather to census difficulties . On the ohole it is reasonable
to amuse, that they would be leee cooperat-ive, It is quite pc'csible tha t
these groups have a higher infant oortaiity rate and a arartcr life-spa n
than the Lao, but on the basis of the available data ye would not be
justified in cowing to any firm ioaolusions . There appears to be less
reason to doubt the data in Table 43!A since this was obtained from the
records of the local Chinese cocaunity . The relatively email amber of
women and of people over 60 seers to he a natural conoe uence of an im-
migrant conunity composer chiefly of °ales, which established itself i n
the area during the lnot fav nee = es . In general, the structure of the
Lao population conforrs to the cal pattern coueen to t e whole area o f
Southeast llhia (able 45) . The wshed larger population ur "er 15 and th e
smaller proportion of people over 60 are rather striking when contraste d
with industri .-'_iscd counteiee like yranea, the Ehited States and even Japan .
An si fir al note, it can be aced that on the hams of the available
in or ation there does not appear to be any oonsisteat differences in family
size between rural and urban areas (able 57) . There are', however, important
differences between ethnic g--- oups, with the Teo and ?clack Tai having large r
household groups than the lao (Tables 53-55) .
?OOTNOTE s
1 Some obrervers prefer to divide the year into three seasons : summer
from I :arch through June, the rainy season from July through Octobe r
and, winter from F?ovember through February .
2 Iafont {1959 : 9,11) .
3 Reinech (1901 : 92-93) .
4 One was planned within the nest few yearn, "if oufficiont funds are
available, " but the Lea govornaeat is largely dependant on outside aid
and a census are ouch does not a l: :er to have a acay high priority . With
the _r,:oeent civil war it an rani aalitely that any program of this sort
will ha iiertn -on in the near future .
5 The Lea do not place any groat c mph as l3 on =eat recordo . Ths chaotic
condition of official lao records is in part a moult of a lack of
technical facilities end in part a leech of 3ntereat in precise detail .
An aspect of this attitude is that toot Lao officials are eatrmae y
generous in making available those ra cons they do possess .
Referring to the ha, one investigator states, "There is no sy,3tem of
counting . If you vc„nt to know how many can there are in the village ,
the head man goes around with a bamboo sties, breaking one knot for
each porcon met, and gives you the knots to count . Thera is no record
of births . Their children were horn 'when there was proeparity that
year, when the tree vas planted' and co on .

schoolteacher, whe n
asked for the birthd tea of his child n, •cit ly named dates in a series ,
made up in order to have something for the school record, " Juai
{1959 : 20) .
6 " la Population du Laos de 1912 ", 1945, Eelietin de la Societe des Etudes
Indochn.oisee E . S . Tome aX III, s~o . 1, 1953 .
Pietrantoni (1957 226-28) .
It should be emphasized that these groupings are approximate, and that
these tables represent only a same•-rya One of the greatest difficultie s
in attempting to identify the various ethnic groups in Woe lies in the
fact that they are known by a great variety of names, different one s
often used in French, English and Chinese rources while often ther e
are additional Sieeese and Lao neeea for these people as well as name s
by which thane groups refer to themselves . "Leo" is wed by the Lao
and the French, "Mao" is usually found in Chinese and English language
sources, and some l'ao groups refer to themselves as Hues " or "Meas . "
In the case of a eejor tribal Tai group we have Black Tai, Tai Uoir ,
or Tai. Dam, Deglish, French and Lao version-s of the same name . Several
attempts are made to suaaarize the available inforuatio€a (Tables 21, 65 ,
77, 79), but in most caecc the available sources are bayed on inadequat e
Defamation. The hest attempt to date ha- been na by John F . Kaoree
and William L. Thomas in .'r' a 'te C ours of Tor:therm routheast Asia (Yale
University, Southeast Asia -uiiea, Kew Levan, 1950) . It cannot be too
strongly enphesized that Lars, despite the work of French ethnographers ,
reruns one of the not poorly Imo-an areas of the world from the poin t
of view of ethno graphy .
9 The distinction in spelling is arbitrarily established here for purpose s
of clarification .
10 This system of classification also appears to reflect the desire of
lao government to spread Lao culture and civilization (principally a s
reflected in language and religion), tendencies which seem to have bee n
encouraged by certain French colonial administrators who used Lao official s
to oversee K ha groups . An excellent eaemple is provided by the Kingdo m
of Laung Prabang which was a semi-:autonomous area during the Frenc h
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(Continued) .
period . One French writer remarked, °Mean the Commissioner assume s
his office (in Luang Probung}, he quickly lean n* that he has to ad-
minister not only the la* but- aieo the In, Tai Veen, Tai ram, Tai Eoun,
Imo, l et, Eho, !ante: ea, roe, Mho, Mao, ETo, Phoutai, Chinese, Erietn-nose ,
and TrAieim."
11 Although thin is true of Laoo, there diviaienn are not 1Y?nv roible --
in parts of Chita the Eho lino in valleyn crd cultivate irri,:tcd rice,
e .g . Kee-genet P. I'icay, CoTe;t 7 .i ' _^ a !if , - : ichow, Feeac: •
Moe-um, Vol . 32, re . 1, 19q. idoeen _ n in his epilo to to iJilhalm
Creczier°s Cv3ty-_°,Z r. - l_t'c:c , ~x i__c^t c •~ ;i3no "''e

z s li f. ar"a}
-.er;!on {Sian ociaty, 1915) i P. 19, cite-3 thccru of the Lee .:en (a haai
group) of fetch uri who a little over a i.w:Orel yoe ago were living
on the plateau of Thane Mon: fica where they tune &exertc3 ce p'sinonazo-
of-war by the Cianece to Couthern Siva. In r, main coo-en I'co, Xao and
Khmu are aloo nettling in the valleys of Lace in revponne to nc:iern
economic drives .
12 The Kingdom of Lung Pre tang is said to haw been founded in 1353 by Fa
Ng= (D . G. E. Hall, i History of Fouth-E u tAsia, R . Y ., 1 953 , p . 207) .
13 ILiat.a speaks of 12 subdivisions including he Thai auei, T(h?)ai Naas ,
Thai Foua, Thai Paean, Tai Deng, Thai . ?jai . Thai Damn, Thai xorong, Tha i
Et, Thai Satin, Thai 0, Thai Sot Dan, a(h7 ai rem and Tai Deng . These snb-
divisions are indicative of minor dialect . riations and alco tend to in-
dicate the place of origin such as Xiang 7housng or Sam Dena (Table 18) .
There also appear to be some minor differences in customs . Generally
speaking there does not seem to be restr: :towns on inter-marriage and
in many cases the Lao are not urea eeve roe uhiei ; group they have
originated . As they come more into •eethot with the towns these mino r
variations among the Thai-Lao bead ._ significant .
14 In .Lao Dan is black, iCao unite and Deng n ed .
15 Fowc (195+ : 364) .
16 Seideufaden (1958: 24-25) .
17 Hang-$eng {1949: 1) identifies them in tL .r4•e different groups .
18 Roux (1954 : 301-2) . -
19 This settlement, about 40 miles north of "ientiane and also known by it s
French name of Ritaville, appears to be tae cautheramost extension of the
Meo . It is only a few decades old.
20 According to the French scholar Andre Fra :.ree there have been Lao in
northern Laos for three or four centuries while the - o have come les s
than a century ago.
21 This is true in Thailand where the Lao represent a minority of inferior
social status and the above statement cleeely cbone the government's policy
of emphasizing theoretical unity and eejuality . In Laos the term Lao Les
prestige associations .
22 Many of the older men in the Luang Fxsbslg area today are tattooed in thi s
fashion, and in the villa gee even acme of the younger men, but in general
the custom appears to he dying out . Khnu are also tattooed .
23 They ere descendents of Lao fron Vientian=. who were tin to Thailand after
the destruction of the Lao capital by an env-acting Mai army early in the
19th century .
FOOTNOTE S
(Continued)
24 Regarding the 1in„uietic problems of a Bangkok Thai in Taos, Junsai
(1959: 15) writes,

. "It is not difficult for a Lao from the capital
to understand the talking and writing of thcre [Tai) tribes . The
language is nice akin to the Thai of iannhak, na that after a few aye'
stay with each tribe getting my ears aced to a afferent kind of pro-
nunciation and certain distinctive wards locally used, it offers me no
difficulty to unIsrat^nd them . The writing of each special tribe needs
opecial study, but after cove thee one can decipher them, since the
syetem of alphabets is everyzrhere the ea:_, although different styles
of writing have developed over the c sturien . With the Lao Language
one can go alcoot evaxy-uhere because nlthougis other groups do not speak
Lao, their lecdcrs have learned the language through continual contact s
with the Loo people ofthe plains . "
25 The official Thai governuent handbook gr.•: eviouoly referred to contains
the following description of the Iihmu {1957 : 23) :
"This race has its headquarters to the east of the nee Mirin g
[Ilskongl in the Lung Prabang Province . Numbers of the m
come over every year to work in the teak forests and som e
of them settle in the country .
"le the north of i_;anchanahuri Province there are a few I4amuk
(Ilhou) villages . T'hene people natty they originally came from
Dreg Prabang, but it is not unlikely they were brought a s
prisoners-of-var . Some of thus still speak their own language ,
but in dress and customs they conform to their neighbours .
"The Kamuk are also found in Northeastern Thailand . . . .`1'hey
,_ -e not indigenous there but eere originally 'brought t o
these places by Burmese slave traders about half a century
ago . " -
This is also true of a-m y Itha groups in southern Laos, such as the SA
in the region of Thakhck, who ware moved across the Mekong by the Tha i
for political reasons in a forced migration .
26 The Black Tai provide a modern example of the fact that even today th e
peoples of Laos are still on the move for reasons similar to those that
have caused their migrations in the past -- economics and warfare . Just
as the Leo from Vientiane area were deported to Thailand a little over a
century ago so Black Tai refugees originating in Dien Bien Phu from the
Indochina War have settled on the outekl is of Luang Prabang and Vientiane .
Lea, from Yunnan have sought refuge in ram Tha Province just as a centur y
or so before some of their forefathers migrated south to Luang Praban g
Province .
27 The three Yon villages that le-ate investigated in the area of Yang Vieng
are estimated to be 14, 20 and 50 years old respectively .
23 The Communists have stressed education of these groups, and in 1960 it
was estimated that 8.2 of all students in the Democratic Republic o f
Vietnam (Forth Vietnam) were of minority nationalities . Although this
figure is smaller than their proportion in the total population (14 .3 )
it is still very significant and appears to represent a great increase .
reditioral trade patterns are also important . In 1960 during the
Souvanna Phouma "neutralist " government's tenure an agreement wa s
negotiated with the D2Y Cu border exchanges, a development of som e
ieport< .nce since the save ethnic groups live on both sides of the
political boundary . There were road connections in the colonial period .
29 Isere the IJLo were only of the total population in 1930 -- the majority
(560 were Rhe..
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(Continued)
30 In 1956 one Trio government source estimated that Vientiane Province
contained about 600 Tao, 4,000 i_eo and 2,500 Iha . This would reduce
the ethnic Lao to about 96 percent .
31 (Plan de revelonrent eonceic?oe et Social, Foyaurne du Laos :Vientiane ,
05-9: 9-1l . -
32 Hall, op cit ., p. 145.
33 Au article in the E.?? to - r,ta cuoting the Yuman "J'i-p o " statee that
ChIntee eettlera hose hn.,en a l :Ltencale migration into Tene n:__ etas
bosLhring oa i:er ih Vietten, _nee end Lnnaa .

; o.?it 'G:ly 10,0 :0 r:i .nts
from amen are incluttd i-a this C ';;7 with Ctlitictel etas of thettte :iu
ezractt :i to follow during the rent feu, yeere. Accor. i,' ; to pro ;: ;it Ei s
the total nay reach 100,000. 'the firet arrivals tare tent to eta :ea tams
in the jai Gutoneaeua area on the Ilea boa tr : =t1 to the Had Hie-or Valley
near Vietnam . Hein v311agea ara rid to hate bE:~*+ cetabliohad and mesas
built . Till u Derain, ;how ~'orh ws+nee, Zentary 21, 1960 .
34+ Xieeg Ihsou:ng might perhaps be inclu''-:d. That is, there provincia l
cneitala are dictinguiahed free: the a- there by the Leo govsrea°ut in
that they each contain certain gover n ncnt fttciliti .ee not present in the
other nc inistrative centers, e.g. a hospital and college (Junior High
School) .
35 Other factors being equal it ap1,oeros recaonable to aneume that the figure s
for the urban populations end their col esition are more accurate than the
statistics for rural areas .
36 Oe,ou-ly this situation has changed with the Civil filar in 1960-1961, and
the pl ._-ia1 destruction of Vientiane, although to what extent it i s
difficult to know.
37 -la many of the larger towns both groups have their own adwlnistrative
organiiutions and the Chinese have their own a stem of private school s
in towns such as _Young Prabang, Vientiane and Pakse .
38 There has doubtless been some attrition of these communities over the
years as soave of the offspring of mined lao-Chinece or Ina-Vietnamese
marriages have :verged into the general urban Lae population . Schooling
seems a key factor here ; those who study in the Chinese stheels remain
in the Chinese community .
39 One Thai is recorded as living in Laos in 1912 .
4o In 1957 it was eatlmated that about 2700 Thai a month were entering Imes ,
and an almost equal number departing . (Hulletin Statist3gue du Laos, 1958,
ro . 4, p. reo) .
Note : This paper is an expansion and revision of data that originall y
appeared in the author's, Aspectsof Village Life and Culture
Changein Laos (Council on Economic and Cultural Affairs, N .Y . ,
August 1958), Chapter One . Sumeary information is contained i n
the handbook, Laos, its people, its society, its culture (StAF
Frees, New Haven, 1960), Chapters 3 and 4, prepared in con-
sultation with the author .
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